
imposed by an occupying force as in Roumania . This
was armed invas.i:one As such, it came as a shock to
peace-loving nations . But it also acted as a stimulus
to them. A swift and sudden assault on a peaceful
nation had an obvious meaning for us all . Hence the
speed and determination with which many of the free
democracies, my own country included, have applied them-
selves to the task of jointly building up our defences
against aggression . The countries which have felt
obliged to take these steps in self defence and to
preserve the peace will not be deflected from their
purpose by any specious manoeuvres designed to weaken
and divide them, or to put them once again off guard .

The effect of the North Korean aggression
within the United Nations itself has been tQ give over-
whelming support to the organization in this crisis o f
its existence . It has, however, demonstrated that, with .'
very few exceptions, the members were not in a position
to make that support immediately effective . They were
caught by surprise and unprepared to meet at once the
demands of the situation . Vie have, I hope, learned the
lesson of this experience . We have also learned, however,
that the United Nations can act in response to a challenge ;
that it is no longer rerlote from reality, a mere inter-
national talking-shop . A new impetus has been given to
our world organization and a new atmosphere,is generated
in this Assembly of which we are all, I think, conscious .

Events - and United States and British soldiers -
are rapidly demonstrating in Korea that aggression doe s
not pay . It will soon be necessary for the United Nations
to show with equal vigour and resourcefulness that it can
deal with the problems of the post-aggression period in
•Korea . The political and economic life of that country
must be established on a basis which will enable the
Korean people to fulfil the destiny that has been promised
them . As hostilities draw to a close in Korea, and the
Assembly takes up its new responsibilities there, it seems
to our delegation that certain specific principles should
govern its decisions and that we should enbody these
principles at once in an Assembly resolution .

In the first place, the general objective
as we see it of the United Nations in Korea should be to
fulfil now the purposes which have repeatedly been stated
at previous Assemblies - a united Korea, a free Korea ,
a Korea which the Korean people themselves govern without
interference from outside . This should be achieved by
United Nations action and not through decisions reached
by certain of its members .

Secondly, the United Nations must assist the
people of Korea to establish peacé and order throughout
their territory as the firm foundation for democratic
institutions and free self-government . It is our hope that
the people of Northern Korea, having been forced into a
perilous and disastrous venture by their communist rulers,
will now themselves repudiate these rulers and co-operate
with the United Nations in bringing to Korea the peac e
and unity which its people desire . This is the time for
the aggressors to cease fire, to admit defeat . If they do,
it r.ay not be necessary for United Nations forces in Korean
territory to advance far beyond their present positions .
The United Nations must, hosrever, leave its forces free to


